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Let's face it - sometimes we really do end up doing it all, so why shouldn't our planners reflect that?

Measuring 5.75 x 8.25 x .75 inches, Orange Circle's Do It All Planner is small enough to be portable

yet provides plenty of room to plan your busy schedule and stay organized. The planner spans a full

17 months; Aug. 2015 - Dec. 2016, includes 300 colorful stickers to mark appointments, activities

and tasks, has handy tear-off lists for shopping and to-dos and has a nifty pocket to store notes and

reminders. Each week-per-spread view is divided into spaces to you can organize your schedule by

task, time of day or even track multiple schedules. With inspired artwork and a charming quote to

start the week off right, doing it all has never looked this good or been so easy!
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I like weekly (as opposed to daily) calendars since I like to leave mine out on my desk so I can see

what meetings, appointments, etc. I have coming up. For probably about twelve years, I used the

Franklin Covey system, but the separate three-ring binder was so bulky that it made it inconvenient

to fit it in a purse, and the refills were very expensive. I decided to move to this calendar a few years

ago, and have been extremely pleased. In fact, this is my fourth Orange Circle calendar, and I love

it!The dates run from August 2015 through December 2016 on this one, which is great for

academic-year planning for those of us who teach. It does make the calendar a bit heavy and thick

to have so many months included, but with my last calendar, I ended up tearing out a previous



semester once it was finished to remove some bulk. The overall size of this is great, though, since it

is easy to toss in not only a work tote, but also a purse.The daily columns are large enough to write

in, and there are plenty of pages in the back to keep track of extra information.To make it even

easier to use, I bought some month + office tabs (these ones: Girl Of All Work LLC Peel and Stick

Tabs (GWO713a)) that I adhered to the pages so that I can quickly turn to a month or a section of

the planner.I keep my pen (which has a clip on it) inside the coil binding, and it stays perfectly,

without falling out.The big label on the front is a sticker, and it peels right off, without leaving any

residue. Underneath it is a pocket, where you can keep receipts, post-its, etc.

Outstanding weekly planner! It breaks down each day in blocks of time (which you can specify, it

isn't predetermined). I'm a mom and a wedding photographer and this planner helps me organize

both worlds in one place. I can organize my weekdays of soccer practices and play dates around

my weekends of wedding ceremonies and receptions. It's neither too "mommyish" nor is it too sterile

or businesslike.I especially appreciate that, when laid open, the planner is broken down by the week

(left to right) instead of the typical day-calendar that gives you a few lines to write on or a month

calendar that gives you a tiny box to write in. I'll include a photo of the calendar.I also love the 340

tiny stickers at the front that you can add anywhere to remind you to pay bills, go to the gym, date

night, nails/hair appt and birthday parties and national holidays. It's a cute and easy way to prevent

you from having to write your weekly chores 52 times each.Breakdown: it begins with a pouch for

lists or notes. Also, three pages of tiny stickers.Next are full-page months in standard calendar

format (the tiny squares to write in). Good for bdays or important events through Dec 2016.Next

begins the weekly calender starting July 27th, 2015 and ends finally at Sunday January 1st,

2017.Then a yearly view on one single page for quick reference ("What day of the week is my

so-and-so's birthday?") Then a single page list of every holiday imaginable.Next is a front and back

page for 12 contacts. I wish it had room for about three times that but oh well, that's what cell

phones are for I guess.Next is a page for emergency and medical contacts. A page for service

contacts. 3 front and back pages for Notes.
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